Alternative Investments
A professional development program for financial advisors

Risk management is
more than simply
diversifying portfolios
Asset allocation and diversification have always been the
go-to means for advisors to manage risk. But today’s
markets are more interconnected and correlated than the
past, gradually reducing the effectiveness of these
techniques to control volatility in the portfolio. In response,
many institutional investors have added alternative trading
strategies, including hedge funds, as a means to explicitly
manage volatility in the portfolio. Today, there are over 500
‘liquid alternative’ mutual funds to choose from. But
understanding these newer, more complex strategies,
including their role in the portfolio, requires education. The
Alternative Investments program is designed to address this
need, offering an effective and affordable solution for both
the advisor as well as the broader organization.

“The essence of investment management is the

management of risks, not the management of
returns”
Benjamin Graham

Proficiency vs. Participation
Participating in a training program does not necessarily translate into developing proficiency. True proficiency requires
both knowledge AND the ability to effectively implement that knowledge in real world situations. In our experience, this is
where many training programs, whether online or face-to-face, often fall down. Our program is specifically structured to
develop four key proficiencies - moving the needle versus simply ‘checking off the box’.

Differentiate
between
strategies

Explain the risks
in the various
strategies

Set a clear
performance
expectation

Provide insights
into portfolio
construction

Not just between
products using the
same strategy

Including ‘off balance
sheet’ and asymmetric
‘pay-off’ risks

Under different stock
and bond market
conditions

Including the portfolio
level impact of adding
your strategy

What you'll be
learning
Five self-paced online courses
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Investing in Alternatives
Portfolio considerations & manager evaluation
Hedge fund strategies
Liquid Alternative mutual funds
Applying Alternative strategies in the portfolio

Online access for 12 months
Multiple choice exams, including scoring and feedback
Management reporting tools to track completion
Courses approved for Continuing Education including CFP®

EVENT

PROCESS

Why we are different
We can also customize solutions for our clients, combining the on-line education with in-person instruction, creating an internal
certification program that ensures the training is put into practice. Our unique Educate, Translate and Demonstrate format translates
the educational content into structured client conversations. Participants complete the training by demonstrating proficiency via a
simulated client engagement. We’ve also built objective assessment criteria and protocols for managers to determine whether the
participant passes certification – effectively turning your managers into ‘testers’ vs. ‘trainers’. In our experience, these additional steps
make all the difference and turn the training into a true process that endures and not just an event that is soon forgotten.

Phase 1 - Educate

Phase 2 - Translate

Phase 3 - Demonstrate

Delivering the right content

Content into conversations

Putting into action

5 Online courses
Course exams with feedback
12 month access

Instructor-led sessions
Proven P.O.V. format
Isolating the insights

Simulated sales calls
‘Binary’ assessment criteria
Managers as ‘Testers not Trainers’

Let's Talk
CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE OR
SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION

The Partnership
for the Program
Van Etten Consulting (www.vanettenconsulting.com) was founded
in 2012 by Keith Van Etten, an asset management executive with
over 30 years experience. His firm is focused on advising and
training clients on alternative trading strategies, risk management
and portfolio construction. He is a holder of the CAIA, CIMA and
CFP® designations and developed the content for this program.
Keith also provides in-person instruction for the expanded program.
Greene Consulting (www.greeneconsults.com) was founded in 1979
and specializes in developing and delivering customized online
training solutions for both asset managers and broker/dealers.
Greene provides platform, design and administrative support for this
program. Greene Consulting also offers online programs for CFP®
Certificants in partnership with leading universities. David Greene,
Managing Partner, has over 25 years of industry experience.

